Electronic Global Police State – New World Order ?

The North American Union
The loss of sovereignty
The second step or block of the New World
Order is being introduced as the “Security and
Prosperity Partnership” (SPP) integration of Canada
and Mexico into the United States, the first block
being the European Union (EU). In March of 2005,
President George Bush, President Vicente Fox of
Mexico and Canada’s Prime Minister Paul Martin
signed this document into agreement. The
current Prime Minister of Canada Stephen
Harper, will meet in Montebello, Quebec,
in August of 2007 with President Bush and
Mexico’s President Felipe Calderon, to discuss the “Partnership” in detail.

After the “Amero” they would introduce a
cashless society for all three nations, and transactions in this high-tech electronic system would
give access to your whereabouts as well as your
personal information.
In 1986, the single European Act was signed
with the aim of creating “an area without the inter-

replaced the currency, they have ceased to exist
as separate territories. There is no more Germany,
France or Belgium. There is simply Europe.”
So these men have the means with which they
can put an end to the form of State which they find
unreasonable.
The CFR report, “Building a North
American Community”, continues: “While
each country must retain its right to impose
and maintain unique regulations consonant with its national priorities and income
level, the three countries should make a
concerted effort to encourage regulatory
convergence.

So this continent will be transformed
into one regional corporate power base similar to the European Union, which in Europe
is causing the middle class to disappear and
the cost of living to rise dramatically.
Pope John Paul II condemned this form
of globalization when he said, on May 17,
2001: “Many also admit that per se it does
not assure fair distribution of goods among
the citizens of various countries. In reality,
the wealth produced often remains in the
hands of only a few, with a consequent further loss of sovereignty of national States,
already rather weak in the area of development, and leads up to a global system governed by a few centers in the hands of private individuals.”

Mexico’s President Vicente Fox, U.S. President George Bush,
and Canada’s Prime Minister Paul Martin meeting in Waco,
Texas, on March 23, 2005, to sign into agreement the Security
and Prosperity Partnership of North America.

Council on Foreign Relations and the NAU
The Council on Foreign Relations is one of the
major architects of the New World Order, a group
that promotes globalization all over the world, and
have high-ranking members in both political parties. In their own blueprint laid out in May of 2005 is
a report of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR),
titled “Building a North American Community” and
it states: “The Task Force’s central recommendation
is the establishment by 2010 of a North American
economic and security community, the boundaries
of which would be defined by a common external
tariff and an outer security perimeter.” (Page xvii.)
(One of the authors, Bill Weld, was Governor of
Massachusetts, he is pro-abortion, pro-homosexual and Libertarian Republican.)
So in other words, there would be no borders
or tariffs that would remain between the countries
but only within the outer perimeter, thus becoming the North American Union with the same principles of the EU.
“Its (the North American Community) boundaries will be defined by a common external tariff
and an outer security perimeter within which the
movement of people, products, and capital will be
legal, orderly, and safe. Its goal will be to guarantee a free, secure, just, and prosperous North
America.” (Page 3.)
If the SPP have the power to control the movement of trade, investments, education and production; then we as a people would have no say whatsoever in the running of our countries.
Here is an example of what is happening in
the EU today; when Germany’s Foreign Minister,
Klaus Kinkel was questioned regarding the fact
that the people had no desire whatsoever to have
their national money replaced by the Euro, he
said, “politicians should have the courage to take
decisions… against the will of the people.” Claude
Cheysson from France admitted that the European
Union had been constructed only in “the absence
of democracy.”
So democracy and national sovereignty will
be compromised and the NAU would introduce
the “Amero” which will be a single currency modeled after the “Euro”.
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nal frontiers in which the free movement of goods,
persons, services, and capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty.”
The SPP uses almost the exact same language
as the European Act when it states, “To make North
American prosperous for the future, we need to
improve the efficiency of the movement of people,
goods and services crossing our borders.”
This SPP plan is not supported or even well
known by the citizens of our countries, but rather
only the few global corporations that will benefit
from it.
In Europe the high cost of living is causing
the middle class to disappear. The International
Monetary Fund stated that “high unemployment
remains a major problem in Europe, especially
among the economies that entered monetary
union on January 1, 1999.”
From Poland there is mass immigration into
England, with over 1.5 million Poles crossing the
border looking for work. In the United States, President Bush is proposing an “open door” policy with
the same scenario for a North American Union.
So who will benefit from this ? The super elite,
that includes among others: The Council on Foreign Relations, Bilderbergers, Illuminati, and the
Committee of 300. The North American Union
(NAU) is being created by stealth, and is already
well on its way to realization with the help of our
own elected representatives and governments
using the SPP initiative and NAFTA.

“The three leaders highlighted the importance of addressing this issue at their
March 2005 summit in Texas. The Security and Prosperity Partnership for North
America they signed recognizes the need
for a stronger focus on building the economic strength of the continent in addition to ensuring its security. To this end,
it emphasizes regulatory issues. Officials
in all three countries have formed a series
of working groups under designated lead
cabinet ministers. These working groups
have been ordered to produce an action
plan for approval by the leaders within
ninety days, by late June 2005, and to report regularly thereafter.” (Pages 23-24.)

The Task Force released its recommendations
for a common North America in 2005 with minor
reference to it in mainstream media without any
headlines in any newspapers, and this presentation is their way of keeping the population unaware of their intrigues.
In a report dated May 24, 2007 that came from
Washington, we were informed by the Center of
Strategic and International Studies, (CSIS), that
the final report of the plans for the North American Union will be submitted to Congress by September 30th of this year.
A referendum system should be offered so
that the citizens would have a vote within each
nation, and that the will of the people would be
required to see if they really want to join such
a union. One of the reasons Switzerland did not
join the EU was because of their referendum system and their open “show of hands” elections to
avoid trickery. The people should make this decision, not government representatives.
So far there are a total of 17 anti-North American Union resolutions that have been introduced
in 13 state legislatures. The states who oppose the
NAU are: Illinois, Arizona, Missouri, Georgia, Montana, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Virginia and Washington.
NAFTA Super Highway
For those who do not know, the North American Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was created to pro-

One of the members of the CFR is Zbigniew
Brzezinski, who wrote a book titled the “Technotronic Era”, which discussed the various means of
controlling the United States, and eventually the entire globe via the United Nations. His source was no
less then the C-300’s blueprint of the plan of world
domination. Brzezinski was then acting as National
Security Adviser to President Jimmy Carter and is
a leading member of the Committee of 300 and the
Council on Foreign Relations.
Many of us are believe that our government
couldn’t possibly be planning such a merger, but
now it’s fast becoming a reality and we cannot ignore the signs any longer. Dr. Itmar Issing, one of
the board members of the European Central Bank,
has said that “in each country where the Euro has

(continued on page 18)
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The North American Union
(continued from page 9)

mote the objectives of the North American Union.
Currently the Mexican economy is ruled by NAFTA
and the Mexican people are searching for jobs
outside of their country, just like what is happening in the European Union. A Mexican immigrant
from Cancun said to a prominent newspaper, “If
it were true that NAFTA was good for Mexico, we
wouldn’t be here.”
Their latest project is the so-called NAFTA “Super Highway” – which is a 10-lane highway leading
from Mexico to Canada. You can see from the diagram that it would quite literally connect the entire
continent of America. They say that it will make
trade easier, faster, and more efficient, and make
a huge impact on the financial world as we know
it. They plan to implement high-tech electronic
identifying systems to make it easier to cross the
borders of each country, using electronic devices
in the cargo itself. The RFID tags that are now being promoted and used will be necessary, according to NAFTA, in order to identify the goods being
shipped to other countries.
On September of 2006, Congressman Ron
Paul, Republican candidate for the presidency
opposing this NAFTA Super Highway said: “This
super highway would connect Mexico, the United
States, and Canada, cutting a wide swath through
the middle of Texas and up through Kansas City.
Offshoots would connect the main artery to the
west coast, Florida, and northeast. Proponents
envision a ten-lane colossus the width of several
football fields, with freight and rail lines, fiberoptic cable lines, and oil and natural gas pipelines
running alongside.

of their liberties in order to promote a so-called
security. Part of the plan of this Canada-USA-Mexico Task Force is to establish the continent-wide
customs union with a common approach to trade,
energy, emigration, law enforcement and security that would virtually eliminate existing national
borders.
In May 2005, President Bush signed the Real
ID Act, which will come into effect in May 2008.
This card (or license) will be needed to cross the
borders in the United States, as well as open a
bank account, collect Social Security or any other
government service. Without this card, you will
not even be able to enter a Federal building or
board a plane.
The Department of Homeland Security states
that it is proposing “to establish minimum standards for State-issued driver’s licenses and identification cards that Federal agencies would accept.
This rule proposes standards to meet the minimum requirements of the REAL ID Act of 2005,
including: information and security features that
must be incorporated into each card, application
information to establish the identity and immigration status of an applicant before a card can be
issued, and physical security standards for locations where driver’s licenses and applicable identification cards are issued”.
“The expansion will continue,” says a report
from the Department for Homeland Security, “to
the admission of thousands of Border Patrol officers each year.” It prompts one to ask why they
are expecting such a need for manpower on the
borders of America.

“This will require coordinated federal and
state eminent domain actions on an unprecedented scale, as literally millions of people and
businesses could be displaced. The loss of whole
communities is almost certain, as planners cannot wind the highway around every quaint town,
historic building, or senior citizen apartment for
thousands of miles.
“Governor Perry is a supporter of the superhighway project, and Congress has provided
small amounts of money to study the proposal.
Since this money was just one item in an enormous transportation appropriations bill, however,
most members of Congress were not aware of it.
“The ultimate goal is not simply a superhighway, but an integrated North American Union
– complete with a currency, a cross-national
bureaucracy, and virtually borderless travel within the Union. Like the European Union, a North
American Union would represent another step
toward the abolition of national sovereignty altogether.”
Under terrorism new technologies would be
needed to advance our shared security goals and
promote the legitimate flow of people and goods
across our borders, making a “smart and secure”
border with very high-tech surveillance with a GPS
system. And how many American truckers will be
replaced by Mexicans because the Mexican drivers are paid 25-50% less then most of the domestic
drivers in the United States.
This “Super Highway” will be constructed
and partially financed by a highway construction
company based in Madrid, Spain, called Cintra.
They currently own several such toll highways, including the 407 in Toronto, Ontario. In Texas, what
they now call the Trans- Texas Corridor is estimated to cost about $184 billion and will be about
4,000 miles long. Cintra has invested in this project
and was promised control of the toll for the first
50 years. In March of 2002, Gov. Perry of Texas
met with the Governor of Mexico and they signed
an agreement to extend the Trans-Texas Corridor
into Mexico which would benefit only the global
corporations.
The real ID act
This legislation was intended to deter terrorism. The ultimate enforcement mechanism for the
NAU is a police state and the tools required for
a police state are antiterrorist laws. Antiterrorist
laws are just deceitful means to strip the people
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Besides the extra manpower, security measures include advanced technology for law enforcement to assist with criminal and security investigations. In fact, any form of non-compliance with the
North American Union may be construed as criminal behavior.
The Insurrection Act

to implement martial law. The revision of the Insurrection Act now allows the current president of
the United States to state a public emergency
and station troops anywhere in America and take
a control of state-based National Guard platoons
without the consent or approval of the local authorities with the intention or design to suppress
public disorder.
A trilateral partnership will also allow any two
countries to move forward on controversial issues
such as euthanasia and same-sex marriage and
would create a path for the third country to join
later on. A classic example of the influence of the
European Union on the issue of abortion is the recent conflict of the EU versus Poland on the occasion of the World Congress of Families.
The Global Elite wants to remove all barriers between countries to facilitate trade, etc. In
November 13, 1993, President Bill Clinton said
that NAFTA would quickly expand to include not
only Mexico but the rest of Latin America as well.
With the economic collapse, many South American countries like Ecuador, El Salvador, Panama,
and the British Virgin Islands have been forced to
abandon their sovereign currency for that of the
U.S. dollar, which already puts their economies
under the control of the International Bankers. The
next step will be the “Amero” dollar. Other nations
have succeeded to keep their currency, but they
struggle economically.
The solution proposed by Bush and International Bankers is to push for the Central Amercian Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) to be passed
in Congress. Together CAFTA and NAFTA would
create a huge economic block which would be
the integration of the Americas or an “American
Union”, which leads us towards a path of global
governance. The Bush administration has also targeted the Middle East to be the next continent in
the democratic expansion. This means the grouping of the so-called liberated countries in the Middle East in accordance with the Middle East Free
Trade Agreement (MEFTA) that was proposed and
approved by Congress in 2003.
All these new human rights are pushed by the
United Nations global constitution overriding our
own constitution. Let us inform ourselves about
this issue, and spread the message to all those
around us. The true patriots MUST know what is
happening, before it is too late for us to do anything
about it. The national sovereignty of our country is
at stake. Whether we go into the next century as
an electronic global police state or as free human
beings, it all depends on the active role we take
now. Forewarned is forearmed! Make it a duty to
order some leaflets to alert our countries of the
secretive plot of the Council on Foreign RelationsCommittee of 300-Illuminati.

President Bush signed a law in November of
2006 that allows the President of the United States

Pierre Marchildon

WHAT IS NAFTA ?
On September 14, 1993, President Bill Clinton
signed an agreement for a proposal called the North
American Free Trade Agreement. His promise to the
American people was that NAFTA would create more
jobs in the United States but in actuality, by 2006, the
NAFTA policy cost the United States over a million
jobs.
Many people do not realize that the true function of NAFTA has nothing to do with the creation
of jobs, but instead it is part of a destructive plan
to completely change our form of government into
nothing less than a “New World Order”, which had
been advocated by many of Clinton’s predecessors.
President George H. W. Bush admitted in many of his presidential speeches to being highly in favor of
this idea. The agreements that NAFTA has continued to implement since it’s creation in 1993, (these
policies are outlined in its lengthy text and are available on the internet, www.nafta.org) is just part of
an ongoing project that slowly shifts all power from all the national, state and local government to a regional institution or global tribunal or court. In short, the North American Free Trade Agreement was just
another step toward the elimination of our Constitution, sovereignty and freedom. The United States
Congress will not have any control over policy, but will have to submit to a regional or global tribunal.
The sovereignty of nations is completely compromised in the process of the integration of countries.
The lowest level of integration among the different countries involved, is the removal of each countries separate tariffs and quotas, then to the addition of common external tariffs in which a customs
union is then created. The next step is the creation of a universal market where all the goods, services
and people of the country are able to move freely. In other words, a borderless union. The development
of institutions and economic fusion is then put in place, which naturally brings about the next step, that
would be political union or mergers, or the implementation of a North American Union.
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Some who plot behind closed doors
“For more than a century ideological extremists at either end of the political spectrum have
seized upon well-publicized incidents such as my
encounter with Castro to attack the Rockefeller
family for the inordinate influence they claim we
wield over American political and economic institutions. Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best interests of the
United States, characterizing my family and me
as ‘internationalists’ and of conspiring with others
around the world to build a more integrated global political and economic
structure – one world, if you will. If
that’s the charge, I stand guilty, and
I am proud of it.” David Rockefeller,
taken from his own book, Memoirs
(2002).

of hemispheric governance. Then-National Security Adviser Anthony Lake recommended this
course of action in a November 29, 1993 memo to
President Bill Clinton.
September 11, 1990 — President Bush calls
the Gulf War an opportunity for the New World
Order. In an address to Congress entitled Toward
a New World Order, Mr. Bush says: “The crisis
in the Persian Gulf offers a rare opportunity to
move toward an historic period of cooperation.
Out of these troubled times... a new
world order can emerge in which the
nations of the world, east and west,
north and south, can prosper and live
in harmony... Today the new world is
struggling to be born.”

surely preferable to the national auto-determination practiced in past centuries.”
Late July, 1991— On a Cable News Network
program, CFR member and former CIA director
Stanfield Turner (Rhodes scholar), when asked
about Iraq, responded: “We have a much bigger
objective. We’ve got to look at the long run here.
This is an example — the situation between the
United Nations and Iraq — where the United Nations is deliberately intruding into the sovereignty
of a sovereign nation... Now this is a marvelous
precedent (to be used in) all countries of the
world...”
1992 — The Twilight of Sovereignty by CFR
member (and former Citicorp Chairman) Walter
Wriston is published, in which he claims: “A truly
global economy will require... compromises of
national sovereignty... There is no escaping the
system.”

October 1, 1990 — In a U.N. ad“NAFTA will represent the most
dress, President Bush speaks of the
creative step toward a new world or“collective strength of the world comder taken by any group of countries
munity expressed by the U.N... a hisTo realize the full possibilities of this economy,
since the end of the Cold War, and
toric movement towards a new world we must reach beyond our own borders, to shape
the first step toward an even larger
order...a new partnership of nations... the revolution that is tearing down barriers and
vision of a free-trade zone for the ena time when humankind came into its building new networks among nations and inditire Western Hemisphere…(NAFTA)
own... to bring about a revolution of viduals, and economies and cultures: globalizaHenry Kissinger
is not a conventional trade agreethe spirit and the mind and begin a tion. It’s the central reality of our time.” President
ment, but the architecture of a new international journey into a... new age.”
William Clinton.
system.” Former Secretary of State Henry Kissin1991
—
President
Bush
praises
the
New
World
“No generation has had the opportunity, as we
ger (CFR) in a Los Angeles Times column, July 18,
Order
in
a
State
of
Union
Message:
“What
is
at
now
have, to build a global economy that leaves
1993.
stake is more than one small country, it is a big no-one behind. It is a wonderful opportunity, but
“Eventually, our long-range objective (with idea — a new world order... to achieve the uniNAFTA) is to establish with the United States, but versal aspirations of mankind... based on shared also a profound responsibility.” President William
also with Canada, our other regional partner, an principles and the rule of law... The illumination of Clinton.
1992 — President Bush addressing the Genensemble of connections and institutions similar a thousand points of light... The winds of change
eral Assembly of the U.N said: “It is the sacred
to those created by the European Union.” Mexican are with us now.”
principles enshrined in the United
President Vicente Fox in Madrid, May 16, 2002.
1993 — A second Parliament of
Nations charter to which the Amer“Reformist Mexican President Vicente Fox World Religions is held in Chicago
ican people will henceforth pledge
raises eyebrows with his suggestion that over a on the 100th anniversary of the first.
their allegiance.”
decade or two NAFTA should evolve into some- Like the first convention, this one
May 21, 1992 – In an address to
thing like the European Union, with open borders seeks to join all the religions of the
the Bilderberger organization meetfor not only goods and investment but also people. world into “one harmonious whole,”
ing in Evian, France, former SecHe can rest assured that there is one voice north but it wants to make them “merge
retary of State Henry Kissinger deof the Rio Grande that supports his vision. To wit, back into their original element.”
clares: “Today Americans would be
this newspaper.” Wall Street Journal editor Rob- Traditional beliefs of monotheistic
outraged if U.N. troops entered Los
ert Bartley (CFR) in a July 2, 2001 editorial entitled religions such as Christianity are
Angeles to restore order; tomorrow
“Open NAFTA Borders ? Why Not ? ”
considered incompatible with indithey will be grateful! This is especial“NAFTA was merely the first draft of an eco- vidual “enlightenment”, and must
ly true if they were told there was an
nomic constitution for North America… Although be drastically altered.
outside threat from beyond, whether
NAFTA fueled the train of continental integration,
June, 1991 — The Council on
Zbigniew Brzezinski
real or promulgated, that threatened
it did not provide conductors to guide it…The Foreign Relations co-sponsors an
our very existence. It is then that all
European experience with integration has much assembly “Rethinking America’s Security: Beyond
peoples
of
the
world will plead with world leadto teach North American policymakers.” Prof. Cold War to New World Order” which is attended
ers
to
deliver
them
from this evil. The one thing
Robert A. Pastor (CFR) in Foreign Affairs, Janu- by 65 prestigious members of government, labor,
every
man
fears
is
the
unknown. When presented
ary/February 2004, Pastor is author of Toward a academia, the media, military, and the profeswith
this
scenario,
individual
rights will be willingly
North American Community: Lessons from the sions from nine countries. Later, several of the
relinquished
for
the
guarantee
of their well being
Old World to the New. Since 2002, he is Professor conference participants joined some 100 other
granted
to
them
by
their
world
government.”
of International Relations at American University world leaders for another closed door meeting of
“We have before us the opportunity to forge
and aids that institution in its goal to become the the Bilderberg Society in Baden Baden, Germany.
nation’s first global university. He is also Vice Chair The Bilderbergers also exert considerable clout in for ourselves and for future generations a new
of the Council on Foreign Relations Task Force on determining the foreign policies of their respect- world order, a world where the rule of law, not the
North America
ive governments. While at that meeting, David rule of the jungle, governs the conduct of nations.
When we are successful, and we will be, we have
“With respect to U.S. policy, when it comes to Rockefeller said in a speech:
a real chance at this new world order, an order in
our role as a member of the (UN) Security Council
“We are grateful to the Washington Post, The which a credible United Nations can use its peacewe obviously are bound by UN resolutions.” Sec- New York Times, Time Magazine and other great
retary of State Colin Powell (CFR) in remarks to publications whose directors have attended our keeping role to fulfill the promise and vision of the
U.N.’s founders.” President George Bush, 1991.
reporters at UN Headquarters, February 14, 2001.
meetings and respected their promises of discre“We’ve worked hard to comply with the WTO
“We cannot leap into world government in tion for almost forty years. It would have been im(World
Trade Organization). I think it’s important
one quick step...The precondition for eventual possible for us to develop our plan for the world
that
all
nations
comply with WTO rulings. I’ll work
globalization – genuine globalization – is progres- if we had been subjected to the lights of publicity
with
Congress
to
get into compliance.” President
sive regionalization.” Former National Security during those years. But, the world is now more
George
W.
Bush
answering a question about a
Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski expressed his view sophisticated and prepared to march towards
WTO
ruling
against
the United States, November
of regionalism at Mikhail Gorbachev’s October a world government. The supranational sover26,
2004.
1995 State of the World Forum.
eignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is
“The new century demands new partnerships
“The United Nations represents not a final
for
peace
and security. The United Nations plays
stage of world order, but only a primitive stage.
a
crucial
role,
with allies sharing burdens AmerTherefore its primary task is to create the condiica
might
otherwise
bear alone. America needs a
tions which will make possible a more highly destrong
and
effective
U.N. I want to work with this
veloped organization.” John Foster Dulles (CFR)
new
Congress
to
pay
our dues and our debts. We
in War and Peace, 1950. Dulles participated in
must
continue
to
support
security and stability in
the San Francisco Conference that founded the
Europe
and
Asia
–
expanding
NATO and defining
United Nations and served as secretary of state in
its
new
missions,
maintaining
our alliance with
the Eisenhower administration.
Japan, with Korea, with our other Asian allies, and
Hemispheric institutions, including the OAS
engaging China.” President William Clinton, State
(Organization of American States) and Inter-Amerof the Union Address 1999.
ican Development Bank and now the NAFTA instiMarie Anne Jacques
tutions, can be forged into the vital mechanisms
David Rockefeller
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The New World Order — A History
In 1773 Mayer Amschel Rothschild assembled twelve of his most influential friends,
and convinced them that if they all pool their resources together, they can rule the
world. This meeting took place in
Frankfurt, Germany. Rothschild
also informed his friends that he
had found the perfect candidate,
an individual of incredible intellect and ingenuity, to lead the organization he has planned-Adam
Weishaupt.

ic religion should be, by all of us initiates of the
high degrees, maintained in the purity of the Luciferian doctrine.”

Dec. 23, 1913 – The Federal Reserve (neither federal nor a reserve
– it’s a privately owned institution)
is created. It was planned at a secret meeting in 1910 on Jekyl Island,
Georgia, by a group of bankers and
politicians, including Col. House. This
transfers the power to create money
from the American Government to a
In May 1, 1776 – Adam Weiprivate group of bankers. The Federal
shaupt (code named Spartacus)
Reserve Act is hastily passed just beestablished a secret society called
fore the Christmas break. Three years
the Order of the Illuminati. Weiafter signing the Federal Reserve Act
shaupt was a Professor of Canon
into law, President Woodrow Wilson
Adam Weishaupt
Law at the University of Ingolstadt
observes: “I am a most unhappy man.
in Bavaria, which is part of Germany. The goal of
I have unwittingly ruined my country.”
the Illuminati is the establishment of a New World
1920-1931 – Louis T. McFadden is Chairman of
Order. Their objectives are as follows:
the House Committee on Banking and Currency.
1) Abolition of all ordered governments
2) Abolition of private property
3) Abolition of inheritance
4) Abolition of patriotism
5) Abolition of the family
6) Abolition of religion
7) Creation of a world government

In July of 1782 – The Order of the Illuminati
joins forces with Freemasonry at the Congress of
Wilhelmsbad. The Comte de Virieu, an attendee
at the conference, comes away visibly shaken.
From this time on, according to his biographer,
“the Comte de Virieu could only speak of Freemasonry with horror.”

Concerning the Federal Reserve, Congressman
McFadden notes: “When the Federal Reserve Act
was passed, the people of these United States
did not perceive that a world banking system
was being set up here. A super-state controlled
by International Bankers and international industrialists acting together to enslave the world
for their own pleasure.”
Concerning the Great Depression and the
country’s acceptance of FDR’s New Deal, he asserts: “It was no accident. It was a carefully
contrived occurrence. The International Bankers
sought to bring about a condition of despair here
so they might emerge as the rulers of us all.”

In 1785 an Illuminati courier named Lanze was
struck by lightning, and killed while traveling by
horseback through the town of Ratisbon. When
Bavarian officials examined the contents of his
saddle bags, they discovered the existence of the
Order of the Illuminati, and found plans detailing
the upcoming French Revolution,.

Col. House reorganizes the American branch
of the Institute of International Affairs into the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) in 1921. (For
the past 60 years, 80% of the top positions in
every administration – whether Democrat or Republican – have been occupied by members of
this organization.)

In 1796 Freemasonry became a major issue
in the presidential election in the United States.
John Adams won the election by opposing Masonry, and his son, John Quincy Adams, warned
of the dire threat to the nation posed by the Masonic Lodges: “I do conscientiously and sincerely
believe that the Order of Freemasonry, if not the
greatest, is one of the greatest moral and political
evils under which the Union is now laboring.”

The CFR endorses World Government in its magazine “Foreign
Affairs on December 15, 1922.”
Author Philip Kerr states: “Obviously there is going to be no
peace nor prosperity for mankind
as long as the earth remains divided into 50 or 60 independent
states, until some kind of international system is created. The
real problem today is that of
world government.”

In 1828, Mayer Amschel Rothschild, who
financed the Illuminati, expresses his utter contempt for national governments which attempt to
regulate International Bankers such as him: “Allow me to issue and control the money of a nation, and I care not who writes the laws.”
In 1848 Moses Mordecai Marx Levy, alias Karl
Marx, writes “The Communist Manifesto.” Marx
is a member of an Illuminati front organization
called the League of the Just. He not only advocates economic and political changes; he advocates moral and spiritual changes as well. He believes the family should be abolished, and that all
children should be raised by a central authority.
In Jan. 22, 1870 the contents of a letter to
Italian revolutionary leader Giuseppe Mazzini, Albert Pike – Sovereign Grand Commander of the
Southern Jurisdiction of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry – announces the establishment of a secret society within a secret society: This ultra-secret organization is called The New and Reformed
Paladian Rite.
In 1875 Russian occultist Helena Petrovna
Blavatsky founds the Theosophical Society. She
insists that the Christians have it all backwards
– that Satan is good, and God is evil. This philosophy is taken up by the Masonic order.
In 1889 Albert Pike issued instructions to the
23 Supreme Councils of the world. He reveals
who is the true object of Masonic worship: “To
you, Sovereign Grand Instructors General, we
say this, that you may repeat it to the Brethren
of the 32nd, 31st and 30th degrees: The Mason-
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1970 -- Education and the mass media promote world order. In Thinking About A New
World Order for the Decade 1990, author Ian
Baldwin, Jr. asserts that: “...the World Law Fund
has begun a worldwide research and educational
program that will introduce a new, emerging discipline -- world order -- into educational curricula
throughout the world...and to concentrate some
of its energies on bringing basic world order concepts into the mass media again on a worldwide
level.”
In July of 1973, International banker and
staunch member of the subversive Council on
Foreign Relations David Rockefeller founds a new
organization called the Trilateral Commission, of
which the official aim is “to harmonize the political, economic, social, and cultural relations between the three major economic regions in the
world” (hence the name “Trilateral”). He invites
future President Jimmy Carter to become one of
the founding members. Zbigniew Brzezinski is
the organization’s first director.
1973 — Humanist Manifesto II is published: “The next century can be and
should be the humanistic century... we
stand at the dawn of a new age... a secular society on a planetary scale... As non-theists we begin
with humans not God, nature not deity... we deplore the division of humankind on nationalistic
grounds... Thus we look to the development of
a system of world law and a world order based
upon transnational federal government... The true
revolution is occurring.”
1975 — Kissinger on the Couch is published. Authors Phyllis Schlafly and former CFR
member Chester Ward state: “Once the ruling
members of the CFR have decided that the U.S.
government should espouse a particular policy,
the very substantial research facilities of the CFR
are put to work to develop arguments, intellectual
and emotional, to support the new policy and to
confound, discredit, intellectually and politically,
any opposition...”
May 12, 1989 — President George
W. Bush invites the Soviets to join
World Order. Speaking to the graduating class at Texas A&M University,
Mr. Bush states that the United States
is ready to welcome the Soviet Union
“back into the world order.”

September 11, 1990 — President
Bush calls the Gulf War an opportunity for the New World Order. In an address to Congress entitled Toward a
New World Order, Mr. Bush says: “The
June 28, 1945 – U.S. President
crisis in the Persian Gulf offers a rare
Harry Truman endorses world
opportunity to move toward an historgovernment in a speech: “It will
ic period of cooperation. Out of these
be just as easy for nations to get
troubled times... a new world order can
George H. W. Bush
along in a republic of the world
emerge in which the nations of the
as it is for us to get along in a reworld, east and west, north and south, can prospublic of the United States.”
per and live in harmony... Today the new world is
October 24, 1945 – The United Nations Charter
struggling to be born.”
becomes effective. Also on October 24, Senator
October 1, 1990 — In a U.N. address, PresGlen Taylor (D-Idaho) introduces Senate Resoluident
Bush speaks of the “collective strength of
tion 183, calling upon the U.S. Senate to go on
the
world
community expressed by the U.N...
record as favoring creation of a world republic,
a
historic
movement
towards a new world orincluding an international police force.
der... a new partnership of nations... a time when
Feb. 7, 1950 – International financier and CFR
humankind came into its own... to bring about a
member James Warburg tells a Senate Foreign
revolution of the spirit and the mind and begin a
Relations Subcommittee: “We shall have world
journey into a... new age.”
government whether or not you like it — by conThe goal of a world government is almost
quest or consent.”
achieved in Europe with the Single European Act
Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands establish(Maastricht Treaty) that was implemented in 1993,
es the Bilderbergers in 1954, the group consists
requiring all the member countries of the Euroof international politicians and bankers who meet
pean Community to abolish their trade barriers,
secretly on an annual basis.
and to hand over their monetary and fiscal poli1961 – The U.S. State Department issues cies to the technocrats of the European CommisDocument 7277, entitled “Freedom From War: sion in Brussels, Belgium.
The U.S. Program for General and Complete DisAs regards the North American block, the
armament in a Peaceful World.” It details a threemerger of its member countries is well under way
stage plan to disarm all nations and arm the U.N.
with the passage of free trade between Canada
with the final stage in which “no state would have
and the U.S.A., and then Mexico and the introducthe military power to challenge the progressively
tion of the Security and Prosperity Partnership.
strengthened U.N. Peace Force.”
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Monsignor Schooyans denounces
the New World Order
allowing only religions controlled by the State, like in
Communist China.

Here are excerpts from a book
by Michel Schooyans titled “The
hidden face of the UN” in which he
denounces the drive of the United
Nations for a world government and
total dictatorship. The translation is
from “Michael.”
The 20th Century saw dictatorships that subjected entire nations
to violence, terror, repression, suspicion, and corruption. One only has to
think about the countries that faced
the horrors of Communism, Fascism,
and Nazism. However, the kind of totalitarianism that the present United
Nations wants to impose on a global scale is absolute bondage. This totalitarian ideology kills the
capacity to distinguish good from evil.

Human rights inverted
In 1948, the United Nations worked out and
ratified the “Universal Declaration of Human
Rights”, which recognized the dignity and primacy
of the human person. Today, the UN and some of
its agencies behave more and more openly as if
they had received a mandate to develop a conception of human rights that is radically different
from that expressed in 1948.
According to the UN, man is a fragment of
the cosmos, and has no eternal destiny. Man the
product of evolution, and his final destiny is death.
He is but an individual in search of pleasures, unable to recognize truth.
This is the source of the new “human rights”
of the UN. These new rights are no longer recognized and declared; they are rather imposed,
and are the expression of the will of the mightiest.
Man must revere Mother-Earth, Gaia (the goddess
of the earth in Greek mythology), in place of God,
his Creator and the Creator of earth.

The International Criminal Court
Under the pressure of some radical feminist
and homosexual movements, the competence of
the International Criminal Court, created on July
18, 1998, could be extended to “crimes” against
the so-called new human rights. For example,
to the extent that abortion, homosexuality and
euthanasia are recognized as “new rights”, the
opponents to these rights could be judged and
sentenced by the International Criminal Court.

Secularization
What is meant by secularization is all the
groups that militate for the disappearance of all
that pertains to God and religion. Freemasonry is
one of those organizations that militate in favor of
secularization. Almost every member of the UN is
a Freemason.
What these secularists want is to silence the
Church, because she announces a true message,
and because she admits that God revealed Himself through His Divine Son Jesus Christ. Political
power wants to rule society and consciences by
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The UN no longer hides
its wish to control consciences. There is, for example, a strange organization, the “United Initiative of
Religions”, founded by an
Episcopalian bishop, William
E. Swing, an ardent supporter
of the New Age, who wants
to start a world religion that
would soon forbid the existence of any other religion. It
is in the interest of the UN octopus to support this
plan, for globalization is not limited to politics or
economics; it also concerns the “global soul”.
These circles are dreaming of a new global
ethics. This theme was developed by Hans Kung,
a theologian condemned by Rome and by the
world parliament of religions. This is the spirit of
revolution in its pantheist form.

ous construction of a world government that is
above every person and nation ! Stop imposing
to mankind a system of ideological domestication
through the control of the media ! Stop controlling the world by using a perverted conception of
the law !

A senseless war
The Church must proclaim today that a new
war has begun: an all-out war against man. A war
that wants to first mutilate man, and then destroy
him. A war that wants to alienate man from his
reason and will, in which his prodigious resemblance to God is expressed. A senseless war
where the price of the death of God is the death
of man.
This is the privilege and mission of Christians
to be watchers and beacons, to show to everyone
the way to follow to avoid snares and traps, and
above all, to be witnesses of hope.

Msgr. Michel Schooyans

Concentration of power
Acting on his own, the Secretary General of
the United Nations strives to create a world elite
where is concentrated, in an unprecedented
way, political, economic, military and psychosocial powers. This last power includes the news
media, knowledge, know-how, ideology, law, and
religion. Under the cover of shared responsibility
and durable development, the UN is settling up
a super-centralized control of these four factors
of power to rule the world and impose itself as
the undisputed centre that governs every factor
of power.
The pyramid-shaped system of standards
adopted by the UN has transformed this organization into a fantastic machine whose role is to
control lives, and therefore
control individuals, families
and States. National States
must accept being the satellites of the World State, and
be replaced by the head of
the “pyramid”. This is what
the plan for Global Governance is all about.
These
new
“human
rights” promoted by the UN
explain the campaign of attacks against the presence
of an observer from the Holy
See (Vatican) at the UN. They
would like to silence the Vatican because its stand is not
based on consensus, but on
truth. The Church cannot accept that any reference to truth is chased from laws. These pressures against the Church are guided and financed
by secularist groups, in order to outlaw from the
world community the Church and Christians.
These secular circles want the triumph of intolerant agnosticism.

The present UN is doomed
The UN is doomed because it is based on a
structure of sin. This UN that rejects the values
contained in the Declaration of 1948 has no future. To survive, the UN needs the truth, the truth
that the Church offers about man, his divine origin, his destiny – which is eternal bliss. The UN
needs the Church and Christians because it needs
to be freed from lies and violence. One must stop
suppressing the truth. Stop depreciating the family ! Stop intruding into the intimacy of couples
to “administer” their inalienable right to transmit life ! Stop crushing the weakest ! Stop limiting the sovereignty of nations ! Stop installing a
globalization that, controlling the world economy,
will control every human being ! Stop the insidi-

Msgr. Schooyans and globalization
VATICAN CITY, Nov. 29, 2000 (Catholic
World News) – Msgr. Michel Schooyans,
a noted Belgian political theorist, has expressed serious misgivings about the process of “globalization” as is is seen by the
United Nations leadership.
Msgr. Schooyans offered his thoughts to
this week’s Vatican conference on globalization and the family. He suggested that, in the
eyes of UN officials, globalization mean “a
concentration of power that has the odor of
totalitarianism.” The UN, the Belgian professor observed, “thinks that the world in its entirety has more value than the person.” He
added that according to this view – which he
said is heavily influenced by New Age thinking – Christian humanism “has to be abandoned and rejected, in order to exalt a neopagan cult of Mother Earth.”
Msgr. Schooyans also said that the
“Earth Charter” currently be prepared by UN
officials offers clear evidence to support his
charges. In that document, he reported, the
human race is depicted as “a part of a vast
universe in the process of evolution,” and
even marked today by “an unprecedented
growth in population that overtaxes economic and social systems.” The underlying
philosophy of the Charter, he said, sees all
religions – but particularly the Catholic Faith
as obstacles to progress.
The UN, Msgr. Schooyans concluded,
is now aiming to create a new world order
over which a “super-government” would
preside. This powerful new government
would suppress intermediate structures, and
seek “more and more centralized control
of information, knowledge, technology, human life, health, commerce, politics, and law.
“The Church will have no choice but to fight
against such a form of globalization.”
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The new “Security Control” of the 21st Century
Enslaving the human race with the microchip
There is a new tracking technology
that will be used to tag every product in
the world. The generic name for this technology is RFID, which stands for radio
frequency identification chips. RFID tags
were at first shrunk to half the size of a
grain of sand.On February 14, 2007,
Hitachi introduced the world’s smallest
and thinnest RFID chips, which measure
just 0.05 x 0.05 millimeters. The previous
record-holder, the Hitachi mu-chip, is just
0.4 x 0.4 millimeters. Take a look, on the picture
below, at the size of the mu-chip RFID tag. (Yes,
it is the three tiny black squares ! ) Now, compare
that with the new RFID tags. The “powder-type” tags
are some sixty times smaller (see the picture below
right). The new RFID chips have a 128-bit ROM
for storing a unique 38 digit number, like their predecessor.
They listen for a radio query and respond by
transmitting their unique ID code. As you exit a store
with items that have this RFID tag, RFID readers at
the doorways will record the items you bought, automatically billing your account without the benefit of
cash. Computers at the door will also pick up your
GPS-enabled chip for your ID and match the e-PC
code to bill your account.

One of the largest retail corperations is Wal-Mart,
and they have adopted the RFID technology in their
stores. In fact, in 2004 they had commissioned their
suppliers to be in compliance with RFID by the end of
the year, or they would not accept them as suppliers.
Suppliers then invested huge amounts of money to
install the new technology in their warehouses and
products, Proctor and Gamble being one of the first of
their suppliers to do so.

Smart Dust
There is another microchip called Smart Dust,
and it’s made up of thousands of tiny sensors called
mote’s, that have wireless communications devices
that are attached to them and they are able to network themselves automatically. They are able to detect vibration, chemicals, radiation, biological agents,
explosives, footsteps, voices, still images, and even
video images and be able to transmit all gathered information of collection stations.
They are able to measure light and temperature,
and when they are clustered together they are able
to create very flexible, low-power networks. Currently experiments on humans have begun to apply
the use of these motes to detect the onset of health
problems, cancer, for example.
The United States Department of Defense has
pledged 1.2 million for experiments with the Smart
Dust. And a $127 million dollar project called Future Combat Systems is studying the use of “a
new generation of soldiers” with the development
of this nanotechnology they would be able to use
the motes to gather intelligence, search buildings or
blow them up.
These devices could also be used to identify
and track people. For example, suppose you participated in some sort of protest or other organized activity. If police agencies sprinkled these tags around,
every individual could be tracked and later identified at leisure with powerful tag scanners. This new
RFID “powder” is so small that it can be worked into
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any product, or be incorporated into thin
paper, like that used in money.

whole society, to have the bankers and the elite
people control the world.”

Now it was reported in the January 9,
2007 issue of “The Canadian” in an article
by Lucien Desjardins that doctors in the
United States and Europe are secretly
moving to have the microchip implanted
in newborns. It was revealed by a Dr.
Kilde that then Prime Minister Olof Palme
of Sweden had already given permission
back in 1973 to implant prisoners, and
Data Inspection’s ex-Director General Jan Freese revealed that nursing-home patients were implanted in
the mid-1980s.

Some may argue that there is no way whole
populations will accept being micro-chipped, that it
sounds too much like a science-fiction fantasy. Yet
we know that this is exactly what the program of the
one world people is !

One bad thing about having a microchip implanted in oneself is that fact that you could then
be followed anywhere in the world. According to Dr.
Kilde, “Today’s microchips operate by means of lowfrequency radio waves that target them.
With the help of satellites, the implanted person
can be tracked anywhere on the globe.” According
to Dr. Kilde, brain functions can also be remotely
monitored by supercomputers and even altered
through the changing of frequencies.
In June of 2004 some government workers in
Mexico, along with the former attorney general of
Mexico, Rafael Macedo de la Concha, injected a
microchip to have a “secure” access to restricted
areas in the government buildings. Instead of using
an ID card or key with the RFID inside, they simply
had the chip injected into their arm. To add to that,
over 1,000 Mexicans have had a microchip implanted inside them for medical reasons.
At the Baja Beach Club in Barcelona, you can
find an exclusive item added to the menu, in the
form of a microchip about the size of a grain of rice.
This is another instance in which the Verichip is being used for identification purposes, when people
enter the club to buy drinks it keeps a count of the
customer’s expenditures and identification. The
RFID is injected by a nurse under a
local anesthetic upon the customer’s
arrival to the club.
This particular chip is dormant
unless a tag-reader is waved close
to the customer’s arm, in which case
a radio signal makes the chip transmit the identification number which
is used to get information about the
customer from a database.
The Hackensack Medical University in New Jersey is promoting
the VeriMed, which is the same thing
as Verichip. Dr. Joseph Fulman is the
Chairman of the Emergency Medicine at Hackensack University. Recent reports given on their website indicate that 620 hospitals around the country
have installed the technology and over 1,300 doctors have chosen to over VeriMed to their patients.
(www.verimedinfo.com)

New airport technology
At the University College London, the EU is
currently funding a project called the “Optag” system which will be used to “enhance airport security,
safety and efficiency”. These Optag RFID’s would
ensure that all passengers are monitored by video
as soon as they pass through the terminal buildings.
Many of these different forms of RFID tags are currently being used by large corporations, and many
more will join in the near future.

The global plan
A few months back, Hollywood director and
documentary film maker Aaron Russo stated on
a radio interview that he was approached by Nick
Rockefeller and asked to join the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). Russo refused, but he asked
Rockefeller: “What’s the point of all this? You have
all the money in the world you need, you have all
the power you need, so what’s the point, what’s the
end goal?” Rockefeller replied (paraphrasing): “The
end goal is to get everybody chipped, to control the

Possible approaches
So what kind of approach will they take to make
us accept the microchip? Kevin Haggerty wrote an
article entitled “One generation is all they need” in
the Dec, 10, 2006 issue of The Toronto Star, giving a
scenario of chips being first implanted in members of
stigmatized groups like pedophiles, terrorists, drug
dealers, people society considers to be the “worst of
the worst.” Then accused individuals will be tagged
to stop them from fleeing justice. Prisoners will welcome this development, since only chipped inmates
will be eligible for parole, weekend release, or community sentences.
But this will only cover a small segment of society. Other stigmatized groups will therefore have
to be targeted, like those on welfare, for example.
Welfare recipients will need to be monitored to reduce fraud, enhance efficiency, and to ensure that
the poor do not receive “undeserved” benefits.
Employers will then start to expect implants as
a condition for getting a job. The U.S. military will
lead the way by requiring chips for all soldiers as a
means to enhance battlefield command and control
– and to identify human remains. Then the massive
security sector will follow.
Security guards, police officers, and correctional
workers will all be expected to have a chip. Individuals with sensitive jobs will find themselves in the
same position. The media will then probably build up
a case about a child that was abducted and abused
or murdered so that parents will want all their children
to be chipped. Hospitals will then begin to require a
chip in order to receive medical treatment.
Special deals will be offered to those who are chipped.
Companies will offer discounts
to individuals who pay by using
funds stored on their embedded
chip. New household technology will require a chip to operate everyday household appliances. Finding a computer or
appliance that will run through
old-fashioned “hands on” technology will become progressively more difficult. Having a
chip will almost have to be a must to participate in
the main dynamics of modern life, like shopping and
driving.
Those who still refuse to take the chip will be
accused to trying to hide something. They will also
have to constantly deal with delays and inconveniences reserved for the un-chipped.
Then, as a last resort, those who still refuse
totake the chip will be declared enemies of the state
and brought to special camps where they will be tortured and even murdered if they do not submit to
the “Antichrist” who will require all inhabitants of the
earth to be chipped. So what could start as being a
supposedly good thing will end up becoming a way
to enslave mankind.

Refuse the microchip
Without this new high-tech identification for the
new global cashless eletronic society. you will not
be identified so you will not be able to buy or sell.
Everyone should refuse to take the microchip, for it
has been proven in laboratory tests that the waves
emitted by the chip could change human behavior,
affect brain waves, and move parts of your body
against your will.

Melvin Sickler
For more information on the microchip, check out:
http://www.spychips.com by Katherine Albrecht.
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The Real Owners of Money
by Gilberte Côté-Mercier

“In fact, among us we have James, who was
formerly a bank manager, and he knows how to
count. James, make us some money.”

Let us imagine an insolated island, far away
from the rest of the world and living on this island
are ten men. These ten men are good workers,
and they know how to take advantage of the riches of the island.

all of us, that means that you will create $100 for
each one of us which you will simple give us.”
So James understood, and gave each man
a credit book, with $100 listed in the credit column.

Each man exercises his trade, Peter cultivates
the earth and Louis breeds animals… etc.

On the island, they called this $100 the dividend of the island and it is based on the production of the island. It is brand new money that is
created by James’ pen that is necessary to allow
the inhabitants to exchange their products.

One day, Peter is tired of eating just vegetables so he goes to find Louis to ask him to exchange a calf with some potatoes.

And so the year goes by very well on the
island. There are no longer arguments at the
moment of the exchange of goods.

But Louis does not like potatoes, and so he
refuses to give him the calf.

Businesses is prospering so much on the
island that the $1,000 is becoming insufficient
to buy all that is on sale, since production has
increased quite a bit. There has been great
progress on the island.

But Peter says, “Please, Louis, give me the
calf in exchange for the potatoes!” Louis replies,
“What will you give me in return ? ” “I can give
you twenty bags of potatoes.”
“But they do not interest me,” says Louis, “so
I do not want to make the trade.”
So Peter returns home with nothing, and has
to resign himself to eating vegetables for a while
longer. Meanwhile, Louis for his part, had too
many cows. He really would have liked to exchange them for something else (something that
he likes) but not potatoes.

And James says, “Perfect, I can make you
some money. How much money do you need on
the island, in order that business may go well ?”
They replied, “If we could have $1,000 on
the island, the exchanges could be made quite
smoothly. So James, create the money for us,
$100 for each person.
So James gets to work. He takes a book,
writes down Peter’s name in this book, and puts
the amount into Peter’s credit $100. Then, he
hands the credit book over to Peter, telling him:
“Here is your $100, Peter. It is a money of
numbers, the most modern kind. This is money
that you can not lose, and nobody can steal
it. Peter, I am lending you $100 and at the end
of year, you will reimburse me with the entire
amount, and plus $7.00 interest.”

It is the same situation each time one of the
ten wants to exchange with the others. Either it
is difficult to please the tastes of each one, or it
is not the right time. Or even, it’s very difficult to
calculate: sometime they would have to separate
a calf in two in order to adjust to the need.
Seeing the difficulties they have in trying to
make an arrangement, the ten inhabitants of the
island gather together in a meeting to discuss the
problem.
They agree that while the island gives them
everything that they need, and it is not the riches
that they are lacking, nor the work, but something else.

You are mistaken, we asked you to make
money for us, and not for you. You will receive
your share ($100) like the others, but the $1000
does not belong to you. If you lend us $100 with
the obligation to pay you back, it is as if the entire
$1000 belonged to you.”
But James says, “That is the way money is
created in civilized countries ! ”

“We will make money, we, the men of this
island.” They do not think for a moment about
going to find spirits from another world or men
from other countries to make the money for
them. They decide to make it for themselves.
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Peter, who worked more than Louis during
the year, had the amount of $150.00 in his credit
book, he receives $25.00, and so has the total of
$175.00.

Louis, who had been sick during the year,
had the amount of $50.00 at the end of the year,
and he also received $25.00. That leaves him
with $75.00.

Our ten men created the money themselves.
They did not ask a usurer to create the money
for them. They had more confidence in themselves, they that built the island, then in strangers who would come to exploit the producers
of the island.

As they have common sense, and they did
not meet to just discuss, they decide that since it
is money that is missing, what they then need to
do is create money.

say.

Peter says: “If we receive $25.00 each, that
would be sufficient for now.” And so James
starts working to create $25.00 for everyone, and
he puts down the amount in the credit column of
everyone’s credit book.

The $25.00 that everyone received added
to everyone’s credit is the dividend of the year
on the island. It is proportional to the island’s
progress.

What a discovery ! It is money that is missing
on the island.

“Let us make money for ourselves ? ” they

They still lack money, and they therefore order James to create new money for them.

Peter replied, “What, you are lending me
$100? And you want me to reimburse you the
$100 plus interest ? You must be joking, James, it
is as if the money that you have created belongs
to you alone, since you want me to pay it back
to you.

What are they missing that would make it
easier to exchange their products more efficiently ? So they all agree that it is money that is missing on the island.

Our ten men do not do like the governments
today, when they find out that money is lacking
in the country, and conclude that they need to
increase taxes or start a war. So they then decide
to create money.

At the end of the year, the ten men hold a
meeting. They consider their problem, and notice that the money they created at the beginning
of the year had done them much good, but that
they are still lacking money on the island, considering the trade development.

Peter replies, “Oh, that is the way money is
created in civilized countries ! That is probably
why life is so nice in civilized countries, where
people die of hunger in front of abundance, and
where people go to war to regulate the exchange
of money.
Well then, this kind of civilization does not interest us, James. You will create the money for

Our ten men create the money for themselves. What they create is not debts to pay
back, but dividends to circulate. The credit that
circulates on the island is a social credit, based
on the production of the island and on the confidence that the island’s inhabitants have in
their small society. This credit is created by the
island’s inhabitants for their own use.
When this island is a country and the islands
people number in the millions, why shouldn’t
the same method be used to create the credit
for the country in the same way. Why not ?
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Our Local Community Exchange System
with local barter coupons
Local currency is designed to support local
businesses by providing purchasing power to
residents that will be accepted by businesses. Local currency is spreading up across the country
such as the Tamworth Hour, Calgary Dollars, and
Ithaca Hour in New York, etc. The concept of local
currency is not new, it is being used by thousands
of groups, just like ours, all across the world.
When someone needs products or services, every new member will be provided with an
emailed or printed directory that will list all participating members that accept Unity for goods and
services. A private agreement between members
is negotiated using any combination of Canadian
currency and/or Unity resulting in real savings.

would support local business and trade. There
are no membership fees or dues, so that everyone in the community is able to join, and everyone gets an amount of barter coupons every once
in a while, according to the increase of goods and
services available.
To establish a local money system, it is necessary to have several people in executive positions. A president, treasurers, a secretary, and two
trustees.

the local members are able to spread the cost of
printing that way, it is relatively inexpensive to
print the local “coupons”.
When a new business joins the local community, and agrees to accept a portion of the local
currency, there is a careful calculation made of
how much of the Canadian (or US) money they
need to cover costs that require Canadian currency so that it does not matter how much of the
local currency they accept. They usually agree
to accept 10% of the local currency to start with,
and then as their clientele with local currency expands, they add a higher percentage.
This local currency builds up a wonderful community spirit, a loyalty among its members. The local currency system is a wonderful way to promote
a clear idea that the importance of money is really
only in it’s relation to the needs that it meets, in regards to the goods and services that it facilitates.

The most common form of community currency that we are familiar with is that of Canadian Tire coupons. Unfortunately, Canadian Tire
coupons can only be used in Canadian Tire stores
across Canada whereas local currency is meant to
work in local stores and between local members.

Its benefits: Support Local Economy
This currency helps to rebuild the spirit of
community. The community gets together and
interacts on a more personal level. We become
more familiar with our neighbors and discover
what is available or offered with the community
money making it a point of honor to seek out and
support Unity members first.

Lowers the Cost of Living
Lowers the cost of living by encouraging
spending on local goods and services. Every time
a Unity is spent a Canadian dollar is saved which
can be applied to bills that require Canadian dollars. So in effect more Canadian dollars are available at the end of the month thereby raising your
buying power for other needs.

How do I find more/get involved ?
We hold a meeting once or twice a month for
people who wish to participate. Ask a friend or
check our contact information for the date of our
next meeting.
Our meetings are community spirited with the
health and growth of local people and businesses.
Our number one priority is using the vast pool of
knowledge and skills that our members have to
benefit the local community. We also have market fairs to sell and show our goods and services
available for the community.

You start by issuing a dividend of $100 of local currency to each member of the local barter
system, we can use a card system to record all
the transactions and account of the balances or
we could use barter coupons.
To start with, local businesses can discount
their prices by whatever percent that they need to
compete with other businesses, then use the local
currency to replace the discount.
Have a list of all the people in the local system,
as well as their businesses where the local currency would be accepted as partial payment for the
goods and/or services received. There can be a
list of all the members, with their services offered,
and their personal information such as telephone
number and email where they can be reached.
The local currency that we have introduced
is more like coupons, similar to those used by
Canadian Tire for example. If advertising for the
member businesses is printed on the back, and

Yvon Nantel

We have made a special offprint with pages 17 to 24 of this
issue of “Michael”, that you can order to to distribute around
you. This leaflet is free, but donations are welcome.

1) Everyone is welcome to participate;

3) People can contribute a variety of different
skills;

The promotion of a local currency is a wonderful way to start the implementation of a Social
Credit system. The basic needs to each individual
must be met, and according to the teachings of
the Catholic Church’s Social Doctrine; each person must by right of his natural heritage as a being created by God, be guaranteed the necessities
of life in order to live with the dignity that befits a
person created in the image and likeness of God.

Order our new leaflet on the NAU
Subscribe to the “Michael” Journal

Key Points to Think About
2) Trade is usually a combination of local and
federal cash;

There are more than 35 countries worldwide
who have installed a local currency system in various communities, in all the NAFTA, G8 and EU
countries. Also Switzerland, Japan, Thailand, Australia, New Zealand, Senegal, Mexico, El Salvador,
Peru, Ecuador, Columbia, Venezuela, Uruguay,
Chile, Argentina, and Brazil have such systems.
The governments of Mexico, Argentina, Australia
and England actively support local community
currency systems.

Did you like what you read? Then, subscribe to our complete 16-page “Michael”:
4 years $20
2 years $10
English
French
Polish
Spanish

4) Community money stays within the community with the potential to strengthen the local
economy;

Help spread this leaflet on the NAU in your neighborhood and cities (quantity):

5) Helps us look after one another by putting
our community first.

Please consider a donation to help with the cost of printing and postage:

Local Communities can issue their own barter
coupons to answer the needs of their members.
Even if a stock market crash that causes money to
lose all of its value, the productive capacity of the
community still exists. Why should the productive
capacity of any community be paralyzed by the
lack of money ?
These local communities are establishing
themselves all over the world. In Ontario, Canada
for example, there are several small local community currencies being started called UNITY. Here
we give you a summary of the objective of a local
currency community.
To introduce a financial initiative that is able to
reach without cost to every member of the community on a monthly basis with a currency that
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